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PRESS RELEASE 

Quickspin signs a multi year license agreement with social 
gaming operator Plumbee 

Video slot producer Quickspin has signed a multiyear license agreement with 
social gaming start-up Plumbee for delivery of its gaming portfolio. The 
agreement will enable Quickspin to tap into the fast growing social gaming 
market. 

“We are very excited about the agreement with Plumbee and look forward to the launch of our 
games on the social gaming market. This agreement marks a major milestone for Quickspin 
and enables us to serve the mass-market with state of the art games” says Daniel Lindberg, 
CEO at Quickspin. 

Quickspin will on an exclusive basis, and within the market of free-to-play, provide Plumbee 
with its existing portfolio of high quality video slots. As of today Quickspin’s ‘Rapunzel 
Tower’ and ‘Goldilocks and the Wild bears’ is available for play on Facebook through 
Plumbee’s ‘Mirrorball Slots’ application. Under the terms of the agreement, Quickspin will 
provide Plumbee with a steady flow of games. 

Joachim Timmermans, VP of Strategy at Quickspin says “The agreement with Plumbee does 
not only enable us to tap into a new market segment, but it also allows us to do so with a 
partner that has a proven track-record within the social space. We believe that their 
experience coupled with our high quality games will mark a foot-print in this fast growing 
market”. 

Founded in July 2011, Plumbee is a VC-funded ‘social casino’ start-up created by a team of 
experienced leaders from the social space. Raf Keustermans, co-founder and CEO at Plumbee 
says; “We want to be able to offer our players the best gaming experience possible, for that we 
need state of the art content delivered by a flexible partner, which makes Quickspin the 
obvious choice.”  

About Quickspin: 
Quickspin is a Stockholm based game development studio that targets in the online 
gambling and social gaming space. With a team of industry veterans from both operator and 
supplier side, we are looking to cause a trend breaking shift. Quickspin delivers triple-A video 
slots with a delivery on design, style, artwork, sounds and features that surpasses competition.  

For more information about Quickspin please contact 
Daniel Lindberg, CEO, Phone; +46 709 67 67 68 Email: daniel.lindberg@quickspin.com  
www.quickspin.com  
 
For more information about Plumbee please contact  
Raf Keustermans, CEO, Phone; + 44 782 690 21 85 Email: raf@plumbee.co.uk 
www.plumbeegames.com  


